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Abstract
Selective laser melting (SLM) additive manufacturing (AM) of metal powders has long
been a focus in the study of AM due to the possibility of weight reduction, complex shape
formation, and production cost savings. Although applicable to a variety of metals SLM AM of
the AlSi10Mg alloy was studied in an attempt to characterize the effect of processing parameter
and build angle variation on the final microstructural, fractographic, and mechanical properties
of parts produced without any thermal post-processing techniques. Research was conducted on
five build angles (0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°), and three Global Energy Densities (GED) (37.15,
45.39, and 49.93) [J/mm3] achieved through variations of hatch spacing, scan speed, and laser
power. Sample characterization included tensile testing, fatigue testing, metallography, and
fractography allowing for correlation between processing parameters, build angle, and
mechanical properties. Results indicate that mechanical properties of SLM AM AlSi10Mg can
be manipulated through processing parameter variation. Tensile properties of the SLM AM
AlSi10Mg samples were comparable or better than that of accepted values for Al 6061-T6, but
fatigue properties remained inadequate. Evaluation of collected data indicates that fatigue
behavior is improvable and a viable replacement for Al 6061-T6 may be possible without
utilization of any thermal post processing.

Keywords: Additive Manufacturing, AlSi10Mg, Mechanical properties, Fractography,
Microstructure, Selective Laser Melting, Parameter Optimization, Aluminum
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1. Background and Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) as “A process of joining materials to make objects from
3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies
[1].” Such a definition applies to all materials including metals, ceramics, polymers, and
biological systems [1]. Since inception in the late 1980s AM has been used to fabricate models
and prototypes [2], but has since become relevant as an advance manufacturing technique for
creating complex parts unobtainable by traditional subtractive manufacturing technologies.
Although applicable to many situations, aerospace has been radically affected by advancements
pertaining to the AM of metals due to potential of light weight and complex parts fabrication [3].
All AM processes begin with a computer aided design (CAD) model of the object to be
produced. The model is then mathematically digitally sliced into thin layers, and the object is
created by selective consolidation of deposited material layers with a scanning laser beam [2].
AM manufacturing systems are typically classified into three broad categories: (1) powder bed
systems, (2) powder feed systems, and (3) wire feed systems [1]. Research conducted utilized a
powder bed system and a laser beam energy source to perform a process known as selective laser
melting (SLM).
Figure 1 is a generic illustration of a SLM AM powder bed system. “A powder bed is
created by raking powder across the work area. The laser beam is programed to deliver energy to
the surface of the bed melting the powder into the desired shape. Additional powder is racked
across the work area, and the process is repeated to create a solid three dimensional component.
Advantages of the system include the ability to produce high resolution features, internal
passages, and maintain dimensional control. [1]”
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Figure 1: Generic diagram of a SLM AM powder bed system [1]

Aluminum alloys are broadly used in a large number of industries from automotive to
aerospace. AlSi10Mg is widely studied for use in the SLM AM process allowing for nearly
100% density being achieved through SLM. Additionally, AlSi10Mg components have a wide
range of possible mechanical properties depending upon the solidification process. [4] The rapid
solidification of the melt pool during SLM AM produces complex fine microstructures [3] and
induces a large amount of residual stress within the part produced [5]. Although the SLM AM of
AlSi10Mg tends to produce mechanical properties similar to Al 6061-T6 as build, minor postprocessing heat treatment is suggested to alleviate residual stress [6]. Researchers believed that
adequate mechanical properties could be achieved without the use of post-processing heat
treatments making the process faster and more cost effective. SLM AM of AlSi10Mg was
studied under a wide range of processing options in an attempt to characterize the possible
mechanical property outcomes of parts produced without any post-processing heat treatment.
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2. Literature Review
2.1.

AlSi10Mg

Aluminum-silicon alloys are used widely throughout the automotive and aerospace
industries due to their low weight, high heat conductivity, and ideal mechanical properties. These
alloys also exhibit excellent corrosion resistance, electrical conductivity, and high recyclability
[7] [8]. For many years, aluminum parts have been fabricated using traditional manufacturing
techniques, but result in parts having coarse grain structures with degraded mechanical properties
due to the low cooling rates intrinsic to such processes [8]. It has been shown that the rapid
cooling present in the SLM AM process produces complex and fine microstructures leading to
mechanical properties similar to Al 6061-T6 when parts are produced using AlSi10Mg [3] [6].
However, processing of Al alloys with SLM can be challenging due to the material’s high
reflectivity and thermal conductivity which can lead to high amounts of porosity present in the
final product [9]. As a result many studies have been conducted on producing fully dense parts
through various methodologies such as high laser powers and multiple scans per layer [9].
AlSi10Mg was chosen for the research conducted because of the materials wide use for
aluminum castings. Additionally, the hypoeutectic composition near the eutectic composition
(12.5% Si), as seen in Figure 2, provides excellent casting and welding properties [10].
Magnesium is added in minor amounts to allow hardenability by natural and artificial aging [11].
A detailed composition of the powder used as provided by Electro Optical Systems (EOS) is
shown in Table I.
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Figure 2: Aluminum-Silicon phase diagram [10].
Table I: Composition of AlSi10Mg powder used [6].
Material Composition
Al (balance)
Si (9.0-11.0 wt-%)
Fe (<= 0.55 wt-%)
Cu (<= 0.55 wt-%)
Mn (<= 0.45 wt-%)
Mg (0.2-0.45 wt-%)
Ni (<= 0.05 wt-%)
Zn (<= 0.10 wt-%)
Pb (<= 0.05 wt-%)
Sn (<= 0.05 wt-%)
Ti (<= 0.15 wt-%)
Relative Density

Approx. 99.85%

Density

2.67 g/cm3
0.096 lb/in3

In addition to composition, size and particle size distribution play an important role in the
SLM AM process. Particle size directly affects the available layer thickness which inversely
affects the GED (Equation 1). Modifying the layer thickness affects the energy input into the
system, thus modifying the cooling rate of the melt pool which produces variations in
microstructure and mechanical properties. The manufacturing process utilized a consistent layer
thickness of 30µm with a powder size distribution of 15.5-50.6µm throughout all builds
produced for investigation.
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2.2.

Powder Metallurgy

Metal powders used during SLM AM are typically produced using gas atomization.
Water atomization produces irregular particle sizes with a large particle size distribution which
are not ideal for SLM AM processes. The high cost associated with plasma atomization makes
the process unattractive for production applications, and therefore the methodology is usually
neglected. In general AM processes require the powders to have good flow properties to
facilitate homogeneous spread of the powder and good packing characteristics to form a
densified layer before melting. Gas atomization produces small spherical particles with
consistent size. However, oxidation can occur due to the solidification of the metal in air. Using
an inert gas such as argon or nitrogen instead of air reduces the risk of oxidation during the
atomization process. [3]
Melts used during gas atomization can either be produced by vacuum induction melting
or from a rod liquefied by electrode induction melting (Electrode induction melting gas
atomization, EIGA) [12]. EIGA is ideal for producing high-purity and reactive powder materials
due to the dispension with a ceramic crucible. Both melt methodologies produce spherical
powder particles due to cooling in an inert gas atmosphere, but EIGA produces powder particles
similar in size to those produced with water atomization regardless of stock material. [3]
Underlying powder metallurgy techniques and quality powder production are the
foundation for producing quality parts using SLM AM. Inconsistent stock powders can lead to a
variety of issues during and after SLM AM including defects associated with melt pool issues
(i.e. balling, satellites, and keyhole porosity), processing issues (i.e. homogeneous powder
spreading and consistent layer size), and issues with powder composition.
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2.3.

Selective Laser Melting Additive Manufacturing

SLM AM is a sub category of powder bed additive manufacturing in which a laser is used
as the process energy source. The greatest advantages of powder bed systems are the ability to
produce high resolution features, internal passages, and maintain dimensional control [1]. A
schematic showing a generic representation of the SLM AM process is present in Figure 1.
While the SLM AM process is complicated combination of various engineering feats, the overall
process for production of parts can be broken down into three steps: (1) powder deposition, (2)
laser exposure, and (3) lower the build plate [3].
The SLM AM process begins with feed powder in a reservoir next to the work area being
spread over the base plate by a roller/rake arm in a homogenous layer typically 20-100µm thick
(step 1). A 20W-1kW laser then scans across the deposited powder layer in the desired pattern
matching a single slice layer of the CAD model at scan speeds up to 15m/s (step 2). Typically
laser beam sources are single mode fiber lasers in continuous wave mode emitting near infrared
radiation with wavelengths of 1060-1080nm, and spot sizes vary between 50-180µm. Enough
energy is supplied by the laser to exceed the melting temperature of the metal powder generating
a melt pool. Scanning then takes place at a defined hatch distance along a specified scan strategy
to ensure that melt tracks overlap forming a solid layer upon solidification. During solidification
of the melt individual melt tracks are fused to the previously solidified layer below. Once
scanning has taken place over the entire pattern for the slice layer, the build plate is lowered a
distance equal to the desired layer thickness and the roller/rake deposits a new layer of powder so
the process can begin again. The three steps are iterated until all slice layers have been deposited
and fused. After completion un-melted powder is sieved and reintroduced to minimize the waste
produced during the SLM AM process. [3]
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After production the part itself is fixed to the build plate via support structures (Figure 3)
that are lattice-like structures necessary for heat dissipation and fixation of the part in the powder
bed. Such support structures are especially for supporting horizontally oriented and overhanging
surfaces and preventing deformation of the part during manufacturing. Before use the printed
parts must be removed from the build plate and all support structures removed from the part
itself. [3]
To prevent complications with the volatile melt pools interacting with the environment,
the entire SLM AM process takes part in an inert gas atmosphere creating residual oxygen
content of less than 0.1%. Nitrogen or argon is fed continuously into the chamber to protect the
melt and prevent the metal powder from interacting with the atmosphere. Additionally, the inert
gas flow also removes weld fume and weld spatter from the scan area. [3]

2.4.

Applications of Selective Laser Melting Additive Manufacturing

Classically, the most utilized application of SLM AM is the manufacture of functional
prototypes. SLM AM is also used to produce single or small batch parts. A recent increase in
SLM AM use for medical applications, tooling inserts with integrated cooling channels, and
aerospace applications has been seen [13] [3]. Serial applications of SLM AM date back some 10
years in the dental industry where CoCr is used for dental prosthesis [3]. Ti-6Al-4V powders
have been used to produce parts for a variety of biomedical applications such as bone plates and
hip endoprosthesis. The SLM AM process provides methodologies that produce small lattice
structures which improve osseointegration and functionality of implantations [3]. Aerospace
applications have proven to be the most radical due to the possibility of weight reduction and
complex shape formation. Companies have already proven effective use of SLM AM to produce
serial brackets as well as non-structural parts such as fuel nozzles which are shown to be 25%
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lighter and stronger than conventionally manufactured counterparts. [3] The ability to produce
large structurally sound parts quickly will eliminate the need for stockpiling heavy and spacious
parts and allow for weight reduction.
Poor surface quality and diminished fatigue behavior are two of the major challenges in
SLM AM. Although such effects can be mitigated through post-processing heat treatment and
surface finishing techniques, such processes tend to be costly and time consuming [14].
Characterizing the effects of processing parameter variation on mechanical properties and
metallurgical properties of the final parts will allow for minimization of post-processing
procedures while dramatically increasing the viability of SLM AM as a primary manufacturing
process for large batch processes.

2.5.

Mechanical and Metallographic Properties

Parts produced via SLM AM tend to have complex and varied mechanical and
metallographic properties. SLM AM AlSi10Mg tends to form extremely fine complex
microstructures due to the rapid cooling of melt pools [4]. Formation of such microstructures
leads to final parts with higher mechanical properties than wrought AlSi10Mg counterparts [4].
Increased strength of SLM AlSi10Mg is attributed to the formation of long Al grains and Si
particles surrounded by a eutectic matrix, which inhibits dislocation motion within the larger Al
grains [15]. As a result, the heterogeneous microstructure produced through variations between
columnar and equiaxed grain structures is expected to lead to local differences in strength
presenting a challenge in the manufacture of critical components [15].
Significant decreases in both fatigue and elongation at break are seen in SLM AM
AlSi10Mg parts due to the presence of metallurgical defects, inclusions, and poor surface quality
[16]. Both fatigue and tensile cracks initiate at stress-concentrating defects such as voids,
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inclusions, and incomplete fusion between layers both near the surface and within the interior of
the sample [16]. Minimization of metallurgical defects (voids and inclusions) while maintaining
complete fusion between layers is crucial in improving the fatigue behavior seen in AlSi10Mg
samples. Aboulkhair shows that keyhole porosity is a product of high scan speeds and
metallurgical porosity is a product of hydrogen gas evolution/diffusion inside of slow melting
melt pools [17]. Ideal processing parameter optimization would result in a slow melting melt
pool, with low scan speeds, high laser power, and minimal formation of hydrogen porosity. One
suggested methodology for reducing hydrogen porosity in parts is pretreatment of the metal
powders to remove all excess hydrogen from the powder surface before manufacture [17].
Although time consuming and costly, post-processing surface finishing has also been shown to
notably increase the fatigue behavior of SLM AM AlSi10Mg parts due to the removal of stress
concentrators present at the surface of the sample [5].
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3. Specific Objectives
Due to the preliminary nature of the research conducted, a large amount of data were
generated. Therefore, not all possible results and data were analyzed. Data analyzed was chosen
to address the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Evaluate the effect of GED variation on microstructure, fatigue behavior, fracture,
and basic tensile properties.
Evaluate the effect of build angle variation on microstructure, fatigue behavior,
fracture, and basic tensile properties.
Characterize fracture surfaces and common inclusions/inconsistencies present at
crack initiation sites.
Determine the optimal GED and build angle combination for future study.

In addition to the specific objectives, recommendations for future studies and proceedings
are made. Objectives are addressed individually in the Discussion of Results, and overall
findings/conclusions relating all results are presented in Conclusions.
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4. Experimental Methods
4.1.

Build Material

All samples were produced using AlSi10Mg powder obtained from and recommended by
Electro Optical Systems: Industrial 3D Printing (EOS), the manufactures of the SLM AM unit.
Powder used during manufacturing has a powder size distribution of 15.5-50.6 µm, and a
nominal particle size of 20 µm [1].

4.2.

Sample Manufacturing and Preparation

Sample production was contracted to Sigma Labs 3D printing services. All processing
parameters not directly noted were set by the manufacturer in accordance with current industry
and machine specific parameters. EOS states that using the provided powders in the printer used
should produce mechanical properties and metallurgical properties similar to that of a T6 temper
due to the rapid melting and re-solidification, and do not recommend a full heat treatment but
instead recommend a stress relieving heat cycle of two hours at 300°C [1]. Parts were not heat
treated or stress relieved in any way, but were instead tested as received after final machining
(see 4.2.3 for more information).
4.2.1. Sample Modeling
Sample build plates were modeled in SolidWorks and the CAD file was delivered to the
manufacturer for production. All slicing and raft addition was performed by the manufacturer in
accordance with current industry standards.
4.2.2. Additive Manufacturing Process
Part production utilized an EOS M290 3D printer and AlSi10Mg powder provided by
EOS. Individual parts were produced on build plates containing a variety of test specimens built
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at five angles. Processing parameters were not varied during production of each individual build
plate. An example of the build plates received from Sigma Labs is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Build plate containing GED = 49.9 [J/mm3] samples as received from Sigma Labs.

4.2.2.1.

Manufacturing Parameters

Three volumetric GED values were obtained through variation of hatch spacing, scan
speed, and laser power. Although layer thickness remained the same, volumetric GED was
calculated to remain consistent with current research and industry standards for GED
calculations for multiple layer processing conditions [18]. Parameter variation and final GED
values used are presented in Table II.
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Table II: Processing parameter variation and final GED outcome.
SLM AM AlSi10Mg Build Parameters
Hatch Spacing [mm]
0.209
0.209
Scan Speed [mm/s]
1430
1170
Laser Power [W]
333
333
Layer Thickness [mm]
0.0300
0.0300
Global Energy Density [J/mm^3]
37.1
45.4

𝜓𝜓 =

𝑃𝑃
𝑣𝑣ℎ𝑡𝑡

0.190
1300
370
0.0300
49.9

Equation 1: Volumetric GED equation. [18]

Equation 1 was used in the calculation of all volumetric global energy densities where ψ
is GED, P represents laser power, v is scan speed, h is hatch spacing, and t represents layer
thickness.
Samples were built at 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° in relation to the build plate, an example
of various build angles can be seen in Figure 4. Build angle controls the lamella orientation with
respect to the primary loading axis and can influence mechanical and microstructural properties.

Figure 4: Example of various build angles. [19]

4.2.3. Machine Finishing
Fatigue and tensile samples were removed from the build plates and turned to final
specifications by Imperium Tool and Instrument, an independent machining and fabrication
facility. Samples were tested as received from the machine shop, with a machine finish and no
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thermal processing. Figure 5 is an example of a machine finished tensile sample that has been
gauged in preparation for tensile testing. All samples were prepared in the same manner.

Figure 5: Machine finished tensile sample as received from the machine shop.

4.3.

Sample Testing and Analysis

All sample testing and analysis was performed at Montana Tech in the Materials Testing
Laboratory by the staff Materials Scientist in accordance with ASTM E8. Data were collected
and analyzed in accordance with currently accepted industry standards and practice.
4.3.1. Tensile Testing
Tensile testing was completed using an MTS Landmark Servohydraulic Test System with
a 55,000 pound capacity. All tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM standard E8/E8M
to fracture. Data were collected to fracture using standard axial strain gauges with a sampling
rate of 10 Hz.
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4.3.2. Fatigue Testing
A TecQuipment SM1090 Rotating Fatigue Machine was used to complete all high cycle
fatigue testing at a rate of 60 Hz with fully reversed rotating bending loading. Fatigue testing was
carried out at various forces until fracture or the fatigue limit (107 cycles) was reached.
4.3.3. Microstructural Analysis
Metallography was performed on one tensile and one fatigue sample for each build angle
and GED. Metallographic imaging was done in the planes normal and congruent to the primary
loading axis of each sample (Figure 17 through Figure 46). Samples were not examined in the
transverse direction due to limitations of the testing facilities.
Metallographic samples were cut using an Allied PowerCut 10, and mounted in phenolic
via an Allied TechPress 2 Mounting Press. Polishing was completed on a LECO SPECTRUM
SYSTEM 1000 with the polishing progression seen in Appendix B: Polishing Procedures.
Standard polishing media from METLAB Corporation was used throughout the process. Final
etching utilized standard Keller’s Reagent purchased from Pace Technologies, and etchant was
applied to the sample surface with standard cotton balls for 1-2 minutes or until adequate etching
was achieved. Optical microscopy was completed on a LEICA DM750M optical microscope at
magnifications approximately 100, 200, 500, and 1000 times.
4.3.4. Fractography
Fractographic analysis for all tensile and fatigue samples was completed on a LEO
1430VP scanning electron microscope (SEM). Images were taken using a secondary electron
detector at various magnifications in order to characterize possible crack initiation points and
fractographic features.
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5. Results
5.1.

Mechanical Properties Investigation

Basic tensile properties are reported individually and overall in comparison to wrought
counterparts. Fatigue properties are reported as general trends and relationships due to the
statistical variance present and missing data (detailed in 6.1.2 Fatigue Properties). All modulus of
elasticity values were taken from the stress vs. strain plots presented in Appendix A:
Experimental Data.
5.1.1. Tensile Properties
Stress and strain data collected were used to produce the graphs seen in Appendix A:
Experimental Data as Figure 107 through Figure 110. Modulus of elasticity, ultimate tensile
strength, and percent elongation at break were derived from the stress strain data collected during
tensile testing, and reported in Table III for comparison to known wrought values. All modulus
of elasticity values were taken from the stress vs. strain plots presented in Appendix A:
Experimental Data.
Table III: Calculated tensile data for all variables.
Calculated Tensile Data
GED [J/mm3] Angle
Elastic Modulus [GPa]
UTS [MPa] % EL
390
7.7%
0°
27.0
399
6.6%
30°
27.1
389
5.3%
45°
25.4
37.1
60°
24.9
378
4.5%
381
4.6%
90°
22.3
379
10.3%
0°
25.1
30°
24.9
381
7.5%
45.4
45°
21.6
358
5.7%
60°
21.8
373
5.4%
5.9%
90°
21.0
391
0°
25.0
352
10.2%
30°
26.6
373
8.5%
49.9
45°
20.8
354
5.1%
60°
18.2
309
4.1%
90°
21.2
371
5.4%
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5.1.1.1.

Modulus of Elasticity

Table IV: Average modulus of elasticity wrought comparison. [20] [21]Table IV displays
a comparison of the average elastic modulus of each GED and build angle variation to wrought
AlSi10Mg and Al 6061-T6. Percent differences were left negative for easy identification that
elastic modulus observed is lower than that of known values for the wrought materials. All
modulus of elasticity values were taken from the stress vs. strain plots presented in Appendix A:
Experimental Data.
Table IV: Average modulus of elasticity wrought comparison. [20] [21]
Calculated Elastic Modulus Data Comparison
Elastic Modulus Wrought AlSi10Mg % Al 6061-T6
GED [J/mm3]
Angle
% Difference
[GPa]
Difference
0°
27.0
-62%
-61%
30°
27.1
-62%
-61%
37.1
45°
25.4
-64%
-63%
60°
24.9
-65%
-64%
90°
22.3
-69%
-68%
0°
25.1
-65%
-64%
30°
24.9
-65%
-64%
45.4
45°
21.6
-70%
-69%
60°
21.8
-69%
-68%
90°
21.0
-70%
-70%
0°
25.0
-65%
-64%
30°
26.6
-63%
-61%
49.9
45°
20.8
-71%
-70%
60°
18.2
-74%
-74%
90°
21.2
-70%
-69%

Figure 6 shows a visual representation of wrought elastic modulus to calculated elastic
modulus values for all build angles and GED. An extreme decrease in elastic modulus is
observed across all test samples. An inverse relationship appears to exist between GED and
elastic modulus. The inverse relationship is discussed further in 6.1.1.1.
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Figure 6: Visual comparison of elastic modulus data.

5.1.1.2.

Ultimate Tensile Strength

Comparison of ultimate tensile strength for SLM AM AlSi10Mg, wrought AlSi10Mg,
and Al 6061-T6 can be observed in Table V. Percent difference values are not absolute allowing
for easy identification of values higher of lower than the wrought values based on the sign
present on the percent difference. All modulus of elasticity values were taken from the stress vs.
strain plots presented in Appendix A: Experimental Data.
Table V: Average ultimate tensile strength wrought comparison. [20] [21]
Calculated Ultimate Tensile Data Comparison
Wrought AlSi10Mg Al 6061-T6 %
GED [J/mm3]
Angle UTS [MPa]
% Difference
Difference
0°
390
30%
26%
30°
399
33%
29%
37.1
45°
389
30%
26%
60°
378
26%
22%
90°
381
27%
23%
0°
379
26%
22%
30°
381
27%
23%
45.4
45°
358
19%
16%
60°
373
24%
20%
90°
391
30%
26%
0°
352
17%
13%
30°
373
24%
20%
49.9
45°
354
18%
14%
60°
309
3%
0%
90°
371
24%
20%
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Figure 7 provides a visual representation of collected ultimate tensile strength data to
wrought ultimate tensile strength values. Ultimate tensile strength was improved above known
wrought values across all build angles and GED. The increase in ultimate tensile strength is
discussed in detail in 6.1.1.2.

Figure 7: Visual comparison of ultimate tensile strength data.

5.1.1.3.

Percent Elongation at Break

Percent differences for elongation at break (Table VI) are not reported as absolute for
easy distinction of values greater than or less than accepted wrought values. All modulus of
elasticity values were taken from the stress vs. strain plots presented in Appendix A:
Experimental Data.
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Table VI: Average percent elongation wrought comparison. [20] [21]
Calculated Percent Elongation Data Comparison
Wrought AlSi10Mg
Al 6061-T6
GED [J/mm3]
Angle
% Elongation
% Difference
% Difference
0°
7.7%
207%
-55%
30°
6.6%
166%
-61%
37.1
45°
5.3%
111%
-69%
60°
4.5%
81%
-73%
90°
4.6%
85%
-73%
0°
10.3%
314%
-39%
30°
7.5%
201%
-56%
45.4
45°
5.7%
128%
-67%
60°
5.4%
117%
-68%
90°
5.9%
135%
-65%
0°
10.2%
308%
-40%
30°
8.5%
240%
-50%
49.9
45°
5.1%
104%
-70%
60°
4.1%
62%
-76%
90°
5.4%
114%
-68%

Figure 8 provides a visual comparison of calculated percent elongation values to known
percent elongation values for wrought materials. All samples show percent elongation greater
than wrought AlSi10Mg. Printed samples exhibited significantly diminished percent elongation
compared to Al 6061-T6. Percent elongation trends are discussed in detail in 6.1.1.3.

Figure 8: Visual comparison of percent elongation data.
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5.1.2. Fatigue Properties
Fatigue testing was performed on three samples at each GED and build angle. Fatigue
testing from each GED and build angle contained failures at high stress, moderate stress, and a
non-failure low stress. At least one sample from each set was tested to the accepted fatigue limit
(107 cycles) in order to approximate the fatigue life. Each set of three data were then used to
approximate a stress vs. cycle curve (SN curve) using a power-law curve fit trend line.
Experimental failures/errors resulted in the loss of usable data for three samples from
GED = 49.9 at 45°, GED = 45.4 at 45°, and GED = 45.4 at 60°. Although the data for the three
build angles mentioned only contains two usable points of data, general trends of fatigue
behavior can still be estimated even though a true fit curve cannot be generated. Two points of
data can only be used to generate a line, but a power law approximation was used to estimate a
fit curve that can be used to compare to the other data sets.
5.1.2.1.

S-N Curves

A complete table of fatigue data used to generate all scoping SN curves can be found in
Table VII (Appendix A: Experimental Data). The total stress vs. cycle plot for all GED and build
angles was placed in Appendix A: Experimental Data as Figure 111.
Fatigue behavior curves relating GED variation for individual build angles are presented
in Figure 9 through Figure 13. Although no indicated on the individual images, any data point
reported past 107 cycles did not fracture while all samples reported under 107 cycles did fracture.
Figure 9 shows the expected trend of fatigue behavior increasing with GED.
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Figure 9: Comparison of SN curves for 0° build angle.

The build angle of 30° shows the expected fatigue behavior and GED correlation (Figure
10), but a decrease in fatigue behavior is seen in the 45.4 GED sample. Overall fatigue behavior
was increased with a larger transition zone between the fatigue limit and low cycle fatigue
failures.

Figure 10: Comparison of SN curves for 30° build angle.

Fatigue behavior trends are inconsistent with the 49.9 GED giving the worst fatigue
behavior in Figure 11 for the 45° build angle. A large variance in the trend of the 49.9 GED build
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is likely due to the loss of one data point from experimental errors. Statistical variance cannot be
determined due to the lack of data.

Figure 11: Comparison of SN curves for 45° build angle.

Figure 12 displays an increase in fatigue behavior for the 49.9 and 45.4 GED samples
while the 37.1 GED samples remain consistent. Analysis of the statistical variance and data
collection errors revel the need for more testing to generate accurate S-N curves.

Figure 12: Comparison of SN curves for 60° build angle.
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Typical GED and fatigue behavior correlations are seen for the 90° build angle, Figure
13. An unexpected increase in fatigue behavior is seen in the 49.9 and 45.4 GED samples which
have the greatest fatigue behavior. However, all samples present at stresses below the fatigue
limit performed poorly and had very low cycle life before fracture as indicated by the sharp small
curves present at lower cycle numbers for all thee GED builds.

Figure 13: Comparison of SN curves for 90° build angle.

Variations in fatigue behavior due to build angle changes present within each GED are
shown in Figure 14, Figure 15, and Figure 16. The 90° and 0° build angles have the worst fatigue
behavior for the 37.1 GED. While the 90° build (Figure 14) is expected to be low, the poor
performance of the 0° sample is likely due to a reduction in fusion between layers with an
increased number of inclusions present. In depth discussion of the inclusions present is located in
6.1.2.2.
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Figure 14: Comparison of SN curves for 37.1 GED build.

The 45.4 GED samples presented in Figure 15 show the greatest fatigue behavior present
in the 0° samples, followed by 60° and 30°. 45° and 90° are reported as the lowest in fatigue
behavior. General fatigue behavior curve trends in Figure 15 follow the expected theoretical
trends due to sufficient fusion between layers and stress propagation between layers varied
through build angle orientation with respect to the primary loading axis.

Figure 15: Comparison of SN curves for 45.4 GED build.
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A large increase in fatigue performance is reported for the 90° build in Figure 16 for the
49.9 GED samples. Such an increase in fatigue behavior is indicative of complete fusion between
build layers that easily transmits energy through layers with decreased energy propagation
congruent to the primary loading plane/direction. Overall fatigue behavior performance was most
desirable for the 49.9 GED samples due to the increased fusion between layers and more
homogeneous structures creating more isotropic sample properties.

Figure 16: Comparison of SN curves for 49.9 GED builds.

5.2.

Metallurgical Properties Investigation

Metallographic and fractographic data were collected for once sample of each GED and
build angle. The samples were chosen randomly and are assumed to be representative of all the
samples present within the respective sample sets.
5.2.1. Metallography
For purposes of evaluation micrographs normal to the primary loading axis of a tensile
sample for each GED and build angle are presented at 200 and 1000 times magnification.
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Micrographs of fatigue samples and the congruent plane were imaged, but not included for
evaluation purposes due to consistencies present throughout the samples.
Micrographs are grouped according to GED and presented from lowest to highest build
angle (i.e. 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°). High magnification micrographs may or may not be
present within the lower magnification images. The position of the high magnification images is
not indicated on the lower magnification images because the location of the higher magnification
image is irrelevant to microstructural analysis. Key features of each micrograph are discussed in
the paragraph preceding each set of images. Orange boxes on each micrograph indicate the
aforementioned key features.
5.2.1.1.

49.9 GED

Figure 17 and Figure 18 show a large amount of metallurgical porosity present, and one
keyhole porosity feature near the top of Figure 17. Figure 18 shows a fairly homogeneous
microstructure with a small heat affected zone (HAZ) along the melt pool boundary and a small
amount of columnar Al grain formation.

Figure 17: 49.9 GED, 0° build, 200X.

Figure 18: 49.9 GED, 0° build, 1000X.
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Metallurgical porosity and the HAZ size are decreased in the 30° samples (Figure 19).
Large amounts of columnar Al grain growth is seen at the melt pool boundaries with a sharp
transition from fine cellular-dendritic to coarse cellular-dendritic microstructure in Figure 20.

Figure 19: 49.9 GED, 30° build, 200X.

Figure 20: 49.9 GED, 30° build, 1000X.

The small HAZ persists in the 45° samples with little to no metallurgical porosity present
in the macrostructure (Figure 21). However, a significant increase in columnar Al grain growth is
seen within the coarse cellular-dendritic microstructure present along the melt pool boundaries in
Figure 22 indicating a reduction in cooling rate and an increase in anisotropy.

Figure 21: 49.9 GED, 45° build, 200X.

Figure 22: 49.9 GED, 45° build, 1000X.

Figure 23 shows a large amount of metallurgical porosity and a large keyhole pore (lower
right) present in the macrostructure. The microstructure (Figure 24) reveals little columnar Al
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grain growth along the melt pool boundaries and a reduction in HAZ size. The large presence of
a fine cellular-dendritic microstructure and a gradual change in microstructure along the melt
pool boundaries is indicative of an increase in isotropy in mechanical properties.

Figure 23: 49.9 GED, 60° build, 200X.

Figure 24: 49.9 GED, 60° build, 1000X.

The 90° build orientation macrostructure (Figure 25) shows very large melt pools with
extremely small HAZ indicating a high amount of fusion between layers and an increase in
fatigue behavior properties. Gaps in the scan tracks of individual layers suggest hatch spacing is
too large leading to the formation of inconsistent and anisotropic individual build layers. Close
examination of the microstructure in Figure 26 shows extremely small HAZ present along the
melt pool boundaries with little to no columnar Al grain growth. The large amount of fine
cellular-dendritic microstructure seen in Figure 26 leads to an increase in the homogeneity and
final mechanical properties present in the sample.
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Figure 25: 49.9 GED, 90° build, 200X.

5.2.1.2.

Figure 26: 49.9 GED, 90° build, 1000X.

45.4 GED

The 0° 45.4 GED build parameters shows little to no metallurgical porosity with
moderate melt pool penetration between layers (Figure 27). Large amounts of columnar Al grain
growth can be seen propagating in the build direction not only at the melt pool boundaries but
also within the interior of individual melt pools as seen in Figure 28. The microstructure seen in
Figure 28 is mostly homogenous coarse cellular-dendritic creating a more isotropic
microstructure but may lead to a reduction in mechanical properties.

Figure 27: 45.4 GED, 0° build, 200X.

Figure 28: 45.4 GED, 0° build, 1000X.

Adequate layer penetration of the melt pool is seen in Figure 29. However, the
microstructure (Figure 30) shows a high contrast change from fine cellular-dendritic to coarse
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cellular-dendritic along melt pool boundaries increasing anisotropy and indicating slow
solidification at melt pool boundaries.

Figure 29: 45.4 GED, 30° build, 200X.

Figure 30: 45.4 GED, 30° build, 1000X.

A slight increase in porosity is seen in Figure 31 while the macrostructure also reveals
and increase in homogeneity and a reduction in HAZ size. Microstructurally (Figure 32) an
increase in columnar Al grain growth is seen throughout the melt pool and melt pool boundaries
indicating a reduction in mechanical properties.

Figure 31: 45.4 GED, 45° build, 200X.

Figure 32: 45.4 GED, 45° build, 1000X.

Figure 33 shows small HAZ with moderate microstructural gradient within the
macrostructure and moderate amounts of keyhole porosity. Microstructural examination (Figure
34) reveals some metallurgical porosity along melt pool boundaries and columnar Al grain
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growth throughout the microstructure with substantial columnar Al grain growth along melt pool
boundaries.

Figure 33: 45.4 GED, 60° build, 200X.

Figure 34: 45.4 GED, 60° build, 1000X.

Increased metallurgical porosity, likely due to increased melt pool solidification times, is
seen in the macrostructure for the 45.4 GED 90° build (Figure 35). Significant amounts of melt
pool penetration can be seen both macroscopically and microscopically (Figure 35 Figure 36)
with a primarily fine cellular-dendritic microstructure and small HAZ along the melt pool
boundaries.
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Figure 35: 45.4 GED, 90° build, 200X.

5.2.1.3.

Figure 36: 45.4 GED, 90° build, 1000X.

37.1 GED

Moderate penetration between layers can be seen in the macrostructure of Figure 37 with
little to no porosity. Figure 38 shows large amounts of columnar Al grain growth along the melt
pool boundaries and an increase in the HAZ size leading to a reduction in mechanical properties.

Figure 37: 37.1 GED, 0° build, 200X.

Figure 38: 37.1 GED, 0° build, 1000X.

Figure 39 and Figure 40 show an increase in porosity and columnar Al grain growth
along overlapping melt pool boundaries with distinct HAZ and microstructural changes
indicating anisotropic mechanical properties.
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Figure 39: 37.1 GED, 30° build, 200X.

Figure 40: 37.1 GED, 30° build, 1000X.

Small localized pockets of porosity are seen near melt pool boundaries in Figure 41
indicative of slight keyhole formation. Microscopically a predominantly fine cellular-dendritic
microstructure is present with small amounts of columnar Al grain growth along the melt pool
boundaries, Figure 42.

Figure 41: 37.1 GED, 45° build, 200X.

Figure 42: 37.1 GED, 45° build, 1000X.

Melt pool overlap is present in the macrostructure of Figure 43 indicating small enough
hatch spacing. The increased melt pool overlap promotes columnar Al grain growth and keyhole
porosity along melt pool boundaries as seen in Figure 44.
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Figure 43: 37.1 GED, 60° build, 200X.

Figure 44: 37.1 GED, 60° build, 1000X.

Gross amounts of porosity and incomplete melt pool fusion are present in Figure 45
indicating laser power was too low for the hatch spacing and scan speed used. The sample shows
large HAZ with significant columnar Al grain growth along melt pool boundaries as seen in
Figure 46.

Figure 45: 37.1 GED, 90° build, 200X.

Figure 46: 37.1 GED, 90° build, 1000X.

5.2.2. Fractography
Fractography was conducted on randomly chosen representative samples for each GED
and build angle of tensile and fatigue samples. Two images detailing the fracture surface and one
possible crack initiation point (CIP) (respectively) are included for each GED and build angle for
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the tensile and fatigue samples. Magnifications vary to accommodate the need of individual
samples and feature sizes, but accurate scale bars are provided on each image for reference.
Fractographs are grouped according to loading mode (tensile/fatigue), GED, and lowest
to highest build angle (i.e. 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°). Each low magnification image of the total
fracture surface is marked with an orange square indicating the location of the crack initiation
point shown in the high magnification image.
5.2.2.1.
Figure 47

Tensile Surfaces

through Figure 76 display the fractographic data collected for all representative

tensile samples organized by GED and build angle detailing the entire fracture surface and one
possible crack initiation point (respectively).
5.2.2.1.1.

49.9 GED

Figure 47 shows large amounts of ductile ridging and inclusions present along the upper
left edge of the sample. Figure 48 is possible crack initiation point of long string-like and
spherical inclusions near the edge of the sample surrounded by ductile honeycombing and ductile
ridging.
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Figure 47: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 0° build, fracture surface.

Figure 48: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 0° build, CIP.

Gross amounts of ductile ridging with large inclusions scattered throughout the sample is
seen in Figure 49. Figure 50 shows a pocket of un-melted powder particles near the surface of
the sample indicating a crack initiation point.

Figure 49: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 30° build, fracture surface.

Figure 50: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 30° build, CIP.

Large ductile ridges and a large inclusion pullout feature are seen in Figure 51. The
possible crack initiation point, Figure 52, shows a spherical inclusion surrounded by minor
amounts of brittle fracture and large amounts of ductile honey comb structures near the edge of
the sample.
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Figure 51: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 45° build, fracture surface.

Figure 52: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 45° build, CIP.

Figure 53 shows gross amounts of ductile ridging with large spherical inclusions present
throughout the fracture surface. A possible delamination between build layers near a large
spherical inclusion at the edge of the sample is seen in Figure 54.

Figure 53: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 60° build, fracture surface.

Figure 54: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 60° build, CIP.

Figure 56 shows a region of un-melted powder surrounded by small amounts of brittle
fracture features near the edge of the sample. The total fracture surface present in Figure 55
shows the surface propagating along the primary loading axis of the sample with many ductile
ridges indicating complete fusion between build layers.
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Figure 55: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 90° build, fracture surface.

5.2.2.1.2.

Figure 56: 49.9 GED, Tensile, 90° build, CIP.

45.4 GED

Little to no honeycombing is seen on the fracture surface present in Figure 58 near the
crack initiation point. However, large amounts of ductile ridging and inclusion pullout are seen
throughout the total fracture surface in Figure 57.

Figure 57: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 0° build, fracture surface.

Figure 58: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 0° build, CIP.

Figure 59 shows a mostly planer fracture surface with large inclusions present scattered
throughout the ductile ridging indicating primary crack propagation along a build layer. The
possible crack initiation point shows a primary brittle failure that transitioned to a ductile failure
seen in Figure 60.
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Figure 59: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 30° build, fracture surface.

Figure 60: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 30° build, CIP.

A primarily ductile failure mode with minimal inclusions is seen in Figure 61. The
possible crack initiation point present in Figure 62 shows spherical inclusions present near the
sample surface surrounded by smooth brittle failure mode features.

Figure 61: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 45° build, fracture surface.

Figure 62: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 45° build, CIP.

Large interior inclusions and ductile riding are seen in Figure 63, while a small un-melted
powder particle and metallurgical porosity near the edge of the sample indicate a possible crack
initiation point in Figure 64.
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Figure 63: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 60° build, fracture surface.

Figure 64: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 60° build, CIP.

The overall fracture surface seen in Figure 65 shows large amounts of ductile ridging
with minimal inclusions present throughout at the macroscopic scale. Localized brittle failure
modes surrounding spherical inclusions at the surface of the sample present a possible crack
initiation point presented in Figure 66. The presence of honeycombing and ductile ridging very
near the brittle features indicates a fast transition to tensile failure modes during crack
propagation.

Figure 65: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 90° build, fracture surface.

5.2.2.1.3.

Figure 66: 45.4 GED, Tensile, 90° build, CIP.

37.1 GED

Large brittle failure features such as the smooth portion of the surface presented at the
left of Figure 67 indicates possible incomplete fusion between layers. Large pockets of
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un-melted powder particles are seen dispersed throughout the surface similar to the one
presented in Figure 68.

Figure 67: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 0° build, fracture surface.

Figure 68: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 0° build, CIP.

Failure features switching between brittle faces and ductile ridges are seen throughout the
fracture surface in Figure 69. Figure 70 presents possible crack initiation point of an exterior
crack near a pocket of un-melted powder particles.

Figure 69: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 30° build, fracture surface.

Figure 70: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 30° build, CIP.

Large ductile ridges present in Figure 71 indicate intermediate complete fusion between
layers. Figure 72 shows a large spherical inclusion near the sample surface surrounded by brittle
fracture faces indicating a possible crack initiation point.
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Figure 71: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 45° build, fracture surface.

Figure 72: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 45° build, CIP.

Minor ductile riding with large scattered inclusions is present in the fracture surface
presented in Figure 73. Examination of the possible crack initiation point shows a large pocket of
un-melted powder particles likely caused by keyhole porosity near the surface of the sample with
localized ductile honeycomb structures surrounded by brittle failure faces.

Figure 73: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 60° build, fracture surface.

Figure 74: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 60° build, CIP.
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Figure 75: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 90° build, fracture surface.

5.2.2.2.
Figure 77

Figure 76: 37.1 GED, Tensile, 90° build, CIP. (T40)

Fatigue Surfaces

through Figure 106 display the fractographic data collected for all representative

tensile samples organized by GED and build angle detailing the entire fracture surface and one
possible crack initiation point (respectively).
5.2.2.2.1.

49.9 GED

A classic three zone fatigue fracture is seen in Figure 77 with minimal inclusions. Figure
78 reveals a large amount of metallurgical porosity and a partial fusion near the edge causing the
crack initiation point.

Figure 77: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 0° build, fracture surface.

Figure 78: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 0° build, CIP.
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A classic three zone fracture surface with one large inclusion (Figure 79) that likely
caused final fracture is observed. Higher magnifications reveal a large amount of metallurgical
porosity and a crack initiation point focused around small inclusions near the samples surface
(Figure 80).

Figure 79: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 30° build, fracture surface.

Figure 80: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 30° build, CIP.

Figure 81 shows a large interior inclusion near the crack initiation point as well as a
distinct ridge generating a multifaceted failure surface. The crack initiation surface is surrounded
by small amounts of metallurgical porosity and originates from a pocket of inclusions and unmelted powder particles near the surface of the sample as shown in Figure 82.

Figure 81: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 45° build, fracture surface.

Figure 82: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 45° build, CIP.
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A classic fracture surface is shown in Figure 83 with a quick fracture zone that is half of
the diameter of the sample. The crack initiation point (Figure 84) is a large round defect
surrounded by metallurgical porosity and un-melted powder particles near the surface of the
sample.

Figure 83: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 60° build, fracture surface.

Figure 84: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 60° build, CIP.

Figure 85 displays a complex fracture surface with multiple crack initiation points
focused around ridges of brittle fracture. Examination of one crack initiation point shows a very
small slow fracture zone centered on a small pocket of un-melted powder particles and
surrounded by large amounts of ductile ridging.
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Figure 85: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 90° build, fracture surface.

5.2.2.2.2.

Figure 86: 49.9 GED, Fatigue, 90° build, CIP.

45.4 GED

The crack initiation site present in Figure 88 originates near the surface of the sample at
an un-melted powder particle inclusion and small amounts of metallurgical porosity are present.
The fracture surface (Figure 87) shows that final fracture occurred approximately half way
across the samples diameter near a large interior inclusion.

Figure 87: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 0° build, fracture surface.

Figure 88: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 0° build, CIP.

The final fracture zone present in Figure 89 is relatively small and occurs near an interior
inclusion, but moderately sized inclusions are present throughout the crack propagation zone.
The crack initiated near the surface of the sample at a small inclusion of un-melted powder
particles, as seen in Figure 90.
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Figure 89: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 30° build, fracture surface.

Figure 90: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 30° build, CIP.

Figure 92 shows crack initiation near the surface of the sample at a conglomerate of unmelted powder particles, metallurgical porosity, and one large interior inclusion. The sharp ridge
on the right side of Figure 91 could be formed by the final fracture propagating between two of
the build layers.

Figure 91: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 45° build, fracture surface.

Figure 92: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 45° build, CIP.

Gross amounts of large interior inclusions are present throughout the fracture surface in
Figure 93, which caused the low fatigue life and large fast fracture zone present in the sample.
Examination of the crack initiation point (Figure 94) shows the crack initiating at a large
agglomeration of inclusions at the surface of the sample surrounded by a small amount of
metallurgical porosity.
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Figure 93: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 60° build, fracture surface.

Figure 94: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 60° build, CIP.

Multiple interior inclusions present in Figure 95 promoted final fracture quickly with a
small crack propagation zone. The crack initiated at a surface defect conglomerate of un-melted
powder particles, inclusions, and metallurgical porosity seen in Figure 96.

Figure 95: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 90° build, fracture surface.

5.2.2.2.3.

Figure 96: 45.4 GED, Fatigue, 90° build, CIP.

37.1 GED

Multiple interior inclusions (Figure 97) promoted crack propagation and reduced fatigue
behavior. The crack initiated at partially fused particles at the surface of the sample near an
interior inclusion as seen in Figure 98.
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Figure 97: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 0° build, fracture surface.

Figure 98: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 0° build, CIP.

Figure 99 shows a classic three zone fracture surface with multiple interior inclusions
present throughout the crack propagation zone. Initiation of the crack was caused by a large
pocket of un-melted powder particles and inclusions at the surface of the sample.

Figure 99: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 30° build, fracture surface.

Figure 100: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 30° build, CIP.

Figure 101 and Figure 102 detail a fracture surface with many large interior inclusions
with a crack initiation point located at the surface of the sample and centered on a conglomerate
of inclusions and partially fused powder particles.
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Figure 101: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 45° build, fracture surface.

Figure 102: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 45° build, CIP.

A large void containing partially fused and un-melted powder particles at the surface of
the sample provided the site for crack initiation seen in Figure 104. The fracture surface (Figure
103) displays crack propagation through half of the diameter of the sample with large inclusions
near the surface and throughout the final fracture zone.

Figure 103: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 60° build, fracture surface.

Figure 104: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 60° build, CIP.

Figure 105 shows the fracture surface littered with large inclusions of many shapes and
sizes, a small crack initiation zone, and a moderately sized crack propagation zone. The crack
initiation point centered on a void at the surface of the sample, and is surrounded by large
interior voids and inclusions (Figure 106).
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Figure 105: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 90° build, fracture surface.

Figure 106: 37.1 GED, Fatigue, 90° build, CIP.
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6. Discussion of Results
Results are divided by test and property for increased readability. Conclusions combining
all of the results and ascertaining the main outcomes of the research can be found in the
Conclusions portion of the document. Discussions following will only tie in results from foreign
sections to better explain data trends seen.

6.1.

Mechanical Properties Investigation

Mechanical properties of AM parts is greatly depend residual porosity and the
microstructure generated during fabrication [3]. It has been shown that layer thickness can
influence mechanical properties [3], as an extension of layer thickness fusion between layers and
melt pool depth are believed to be essential to the mechanical properties of the final part. Poor
fusion between layers results in reduction of all mechanical properties. Tensile and fatigue
properties were examined for all build angles and GED builds.
6.1.1. Tensile Properties
As seen in Figure 107 ultimate tensile strength and elongation at break are the two basic
tensile properties most affected by GED and build angle variation during SLM AM of
AlSi10Mg. Modulus of elasticity is fairly similar for all samples. From the data collected, GED
45.4 at a build angle of 0° produced the optimum tensile properties combining adequate UTS and
elongation at break. Variations of elastic modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation at
break are discussed in depth in the respective sections.
6.1.1.1.

Modulus of Elasticity

The linear relationship of stress to strain exhibited in a material, better known as the
elastic modulus, is a measure of stiffness within a material. Stiff materials have a high elastic
modulus and flexible materials have a lower elastic modulus. The samples produced all have
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unsatisfactory elastic moduli, meaning the experimental values were less than that of the wrought
material.
Printed samples had an average of -66% difference from wrought AlSi10Mg and an
average of -67% difference from Al 6061-T6 aluminum with a standard deviation of 0.037 and
0.038 (respectively). The low standard deviation and small variance of elastic modulus persistent
(Table IV) throughout suggests that elastic modulus of SLM AM AlSi10Mg parts is not greatly
influenced by GED or build angle. Although elastic modulus is a physical property, due to the
way that elastic modulus is calculated from tensile testing data only a pseudo modulus can be
calculated instead of a true modulus. The diminished elastic moduli reported is likely due to the
composite-like layer-by-layer nature of SLM AM manufacturing. Inconsistent and poor
interlayer fusion results in variations of calculated elastic moduli.
6.1.1.2.

Ultimate Tensile Strength

Table V and Figure 107 show that UTS is dependent upon both GED and build angle. All
samples created and tested performed with higher UTS than both wrought AlSi10Mg and Al
6061-T6. Theoretically UTS and GED are directly related and would increase/decrease together.
A direct relationship is easily explained through increased fusion between layers accompanying
increased GED. Increased fusion between lamella leads to a stronger more isotropic structure.
Contrary to theory, the data collected shows an inverse relationship between GED and UTS.
GED is dependent upon laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, and layer thickness. It
has been shown that heat accumulation in the melt pool can be achieved using smaller hatch
spacing lower scan speeds allowing for slow cooling of the layer and producing a
homogeneous/continuous layer [17]. Examination of Equation 1 shows that decreases in hatch
spacing, scan speed, and layer thickness increase GED, while GED and laser power are directly
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related. Factors mentioned above would contribute to the theory that higher GED induces greater
fusion between layers and increases mechanical properties. However, Weingarten shows that
hydrogen evolution and porosity formation due to the present of hydrogen is a diffusion limited
process [22]. Meaning while the increased cooling time present with the higher GED creates
better fusion between layers, porosity increases. Porosity within a sample acts as stress
concentrators and reduces ultimate tensile strength providing an explanation for the inverse
relationship seen between GED and UTS. A quick visual examination of Figure 17, Figure 27,
and Figure 37 confirms a porosity trend consistent with the inverse UTS relationship and the
findings of Weingarten.
6.1.1.3.

Elongation at Break

Elongation at break or the total percentage elongation undergone by the material before
breaking is an indication of how much strain the sample can handle. Data collected show a
significant increase from Wrought AlSi10Mg, also reported by Rosenthal [23], and
approximately half of the elongation present in Al 6061-T6 as seen in Table VI. Lower elastic
moduli and increase in inconsistencies and defects induced during SLM AM explain the
elongation data.
Increased defects present intrinsically induced during SLM AM provide slip planes and
dislocation features for increased movement in the sample under tension resulting in a higher
elongation than that of the wrought AlSi10Mg counterpart. However, AlSi10Mg has a lower
elongation (2.5% [21]) than that of Al 6061-T6 (17& [20]). Therefore, the addition of slip planes
and other defects can increase the elongation at break above that of wrought AlSi10Mg (at the
cost of a decrease in elastic modulus). Obtaining a product with an elongation and/or elastic
modulus similar to Al 6061-T6 is not possible.
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6.1.2. Fatigue Properties
Due to statistical variance and missing fatigue data, the fatigue limit could not be
approximated for any of the build parameters and angles. In lieu of fatigue limits, approximated
fatigue behavior curves were generated using a power law trend line approximation (Figure 9
through Figure 16). The aforementioned statistical variance and incomplete data is still present
within the trend law approximations, but relative differences between each build parameter and
angles can be seen. Relative differences are only valid if the statistical variance is assumed to be
similar throughout all data sets.
SLM AM AlSi10Mg parts with no post-processing machining have decreased fatigue
behavior due to the presence of irregular surface features such as balling or satellites [5].
Samples used during the research were machined to the final shape, removing surface
irregularities and improving fatigue behavior of the samples. After removal of the surface defects
the assumption that fatigue behavior variation is due solely to changes in processing parameters
and build angles becomes applicable.
6.1.2.1.

Build Angle and Fatigue behavior

In most cases 0° builds produce the best fatigue behavior while 90° builds produce the
worst fatigue behavior as expected due to the orientation of lamella to the primary fatigue
loading axis (Figure 15 and Figure 16). 0° builds are expected to have the highest fatigue
behavior because the lamella are normal to the primary fatigue loading axis allowing for
resistance of crack propagation between lamella, while the opposite is true for 90° builds.
Showing better performance than 90° builds, 45° builds should be expected to have a moderate
to low fatigue behavior due to the ease of stress translation along a 45° change. Moderate fatigue
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behavior is expected in the 30° and 60° builds, and should produce similar results due to the
complimentary nature of the two angles.
Expected trends are seen for the 45.4 GED (Figure 15) and 49.9 GED (Figure 16), but do
not appear in the 37.1 GED (Figure 14). The abnormality of the 37.1 GED build is most likely
due to the lower global energy density and not the build angel variation. In depth analysis of the
anomaly can be found in GED and Fatigue behavior.
From Figure 111 evidence suggests that build angle does not play a critical role in fatigue
behavior in comparison to GED but instead dictates slight increases or decreases in fatigue
behavior within individual GED sample sets. Build angles of 30° and 60° appear to produce
moderate fatigue behavior throughout all GED variations suggesting that the two angles may
produce the most consistent fatigue behavior properties.
6.1.2.2.

GED and Fatigue behavior

Fatigue life within each build angle is directly proportional to GED meaning higher GED
tends to produce better fatigue behavior as seen in Figure 9 through Figure 13. GED and fatigue
behavior are expected to be directly proportional because higher energy input will lead to
increased fusion between layers. Increased lamella fusion produces a more homogenous part
with lessened anisotropy leading to increases in directional mechanical properties such as fatigue
life.
The best fatigue behavior properties are seen within the 49.9 GED build, and 37.1
exhibits the worst fatigue properties (Figure 111). During any AM process bonding/fusion
between layers is critical because such an interface tends to be the weakest strength limiting
variable. Higher energy input into the system allows for greater melt pool penetration and better
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fusion between layers increasing the mechanical properties of the part while decreasing
anisotropy.
Unpredictable variations of fatigue behavior are present within the 37.1 GED build to a
large presence of incomplete fusion of lamella (seen in 6.2.2.2). Weak fusion between layers
provides many less torturous paths for cracks to propagate obscuring any predications of fatigue
behavior due to the severe anisotropy present within the samples.
Fatigue behavior produced via the 49.9 GED (~96.5 MPa – 110 MPa), Figure 111, is
comparable to that of Al 6061-T6 (96.5 MPa) [20] and wrought AlSi10Mg (138 MPa) [21].
From the generous trend line gaps present in Figure 111 the strong influence of GED on fatigue
behavior explains the theoretical trends due to variations in GED and build angle as well as the
minimal impact of build angle compared to GED.

6.2.

Metallurgical Properties Investigation

Understanding the effects of processing parameter variation on the metallurgical
properties of SLM AM samples is critical in relation to mechanical properties observed because
composition and cooling rate determine microstructure which dictates mechanical properties.
Fractography is included in the metallurgical properties evaluation because understanding the
root cause for failure at the crack ignition point allows insight on processing parameter effects on
final microstructures, mechanical properties, inclusions, and defects seen in the sample.
6.2.1. Metallography
Microstructures of SLM AM AlSi10Mg samples that have not undergone post processing
heat treatment tend to be fairly complex and tend to show melt pool boundaries [24]. The
microstructure consists of a very fine cellular structure representative of very high cooling rates
with residual silicon along the cellular boundaries as reported by Prashanth [25]. Such
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microstructures have been characterized by the transition from a fine to coarse cellular-dendritic
pattern [24].
6.2.1.1.

Morphology

Similar microstructures to those found by Maskery [24] and Prashanth [25] persist
throughout all microstructures in the study (Figure 17 through Figure 46). Variations of melt
pool boundary size, presence of course cellular-dendritic patterning, and porosity are the main
variations seen between processing parameters. Although a variation in the macrostructure is
seen due to changes in build angle, the underlying microstructures present within each
macrostructure are persistent throughout each GED. Apparent variation in the microstructures
present at melt pool boundaries (Figure 36) is a product of the angle at which each sample was
cross sectioned. Careful examination of microstructures present across build angels within each
GED reveals that the columnar Al grains along melt pool boundaries are oriented in the build
direction throughout as observed by Herzog [3] and Prashanth [25].
6.2.1.2.

Porosity

Aboulkahair [17] shows that porosity present in SLM AM AlSi10Mg parts is strongly
influence by heat accumulation in melt pools and scanning speed. High scan speeds (in relation
to laser power) tend to form key hole pores encapsulating non-melted powder particles within the
irregular pore, and slow scan speeds tend to form metallurgical pores due hydrogen gas evolution
and diffusion within the melt pool (Figure 17) [17]. Heat accumulation within melt pools allows
for slower cooling and produces a homogenous and continuous layer [17] with minimal melt
pool boundaries and reduced growth of columnar Al grains as well as reduction in course
cellular-dendritic microstructures (Figure 25) [3] [24] [25]. While homogenous and continuous
layers are desired, long cooling rates tend to increase the amount of porosity present within the
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sample due to hydrogen evolution within the melt pool. Movement of evolved hydrogen from the
melt pool to the solidified layer is diffusion controlled. Thus porosity percentage is increased by
heat accumulation within melt pools due to increased diffusion rates and times [22].
It was observed that the 45.4 GED produced a desirable combination of minimal
porosity, partial homogeneity, and moderate coarse cellular-dendritic microstructures along melt
pool boundaries. Microstructures seen in Figure 27 through Figure 36 suggest consistent
mechanical properties with moderate performance. The presence of columnar Al grains growing
in the build direction is believed to increase fatigue behavior by providing a path for more
efficient energy transfer through layers via the Al grains. Mechanical properties and performance
were reported to be congruent with the metallurgical findings in the Mechanical Properties
Investigation portion of the document.
6.2.2. Fractography
Fractographic examinations were conducted on representative samples for both tensile
and fatigue specimen. Ductile failure modes persist throughout the tensile samples and classic
three-zone failures are present in each fatigue specimen. Tensile and fatigue fracture surfaces are
discussed independently because each has specific failure modes and crack initiation features.
6.2.2.1.

Tensile Surfaces

Every tensile surface examined exhibits ductile fracture features such as ductile ridges
(Figure 55) and honeycombing (Figure 52). In addition to honeycombing, underlying porosity
can be seen in some surfaces (Figure 58 and Figure 60). The large presence of ductile features
indicates the primary mode of failure across all tensile samples was ductile.
Crack initiation points tend to occur on or near interior inclusions due to possible laser
splatter [5] (Figure 48, Figure 54, and Figure 62) or at zones of incomplete fusion in the form of
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keyhole porosity [17] (Figure 52, Figure 56, and Figure 74). Such features can be mitigated
through slower scan speeds, smaller hatch spacing, and higher laser power to encourage slower
melt pool cooling and greater fusion between layers. Build angles of 0°, 30°, and 60° produce
desirable random fracture surfaces (Figure 53, Figure 57, and Figure 59). 45° and 90° build
angles tend to produce fracture surfaces that propagate along layers (Figure 61 and Figure 55)
indicating large amounts of anisotropy and undesirable tensile properties.
6.2.2.2.

Fatigue Surfaces

Fatigue fracture surfaces can be divided in to three main zones (1) the cracked region
where crack initiation and slow growth occur, (2) steady propagation, and (3) final
fracture/overload where crack propagation accelerates and leads to final fracture [5]. The three
regions can be seen in Figure 95 with zone 1 beginning in the upper left and propagating through
the zones across the surface toward the lower right of the image. Fracture regions are developed
through sub-structural and microstructural changes, formation of microscopic cracks, growth and
coalescence of micro-cracks, and instability or complete failure [26].
Microscopic brittle fatigue striations can be seen throughout the fracture surfaces but are
clear in Figure 92, Figure 94, and Figure 96. The presence of such brittle fatigue striations can be
attributed to the high residual stresses induced by the quick cooling and solidification present in
the SLM AM process [5]. Without post-processing heat treatment and/or stress removal, brittle
high residual stresses are expected.
Crack initiation points for all fatigue surfaces originate from interior defects near the
surface such as keyhole porosity (Figure 100), hard inclusions (Figure 88), and gross amounts of
porosity (Figure 84). Gross amounts of inclusions can be seen at 37.1 GED (Figure 105)
suggesting incomplete fusion between layers due to low laser power or excessive scan speed.
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Increased porosity is observed in 49.9 GED samples (Figure 78) consistent with the
microstructural properties observed in the Metallography section of the document.
The most desirable fatigue surfaces are produced at 49.9 GED and 0°, 30°, and 60° build
angles. Fracture surfaces under such conditions produce ideal fracture surfaces that are in a
singular plane with minimal inclusions as seen in Figure 77, Figure 79, and Figure 83.
Processing parameters other than mentioned above tend to produce fatigue fracture surfaces that
propagate normal to the primary loading axis, Figure 85 and Figure 91. Due to the statistical
variance present within the fatigue data collected it is impossible to draw an accurate conclusion
as to how the crack propagation direction may affect the fatigue behavior of the sample.
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7. Conclusions
Processing parameters have strong influences on the final mechanical properties present
in a SLM AM AlSi10Mg sample. Simple variations in laser power, scan speed, and hatch
spacing can produce drastically different outcomes in terms of tensile, fatigue, microstructural,
and fractographic properties. Overall the 45.4 GED at build angles of 30° and 60° produced
samples with a desirable balance of UTS, fatigue behavior, elongation at break, porosity present,
and number of inclusions.
A significant increase in porosity is seen in samples produced at 49.9 GED due to
hydrogen evolution and diffusion present in high energy slow melting melt pools. Porosity may
be decreased by increasing scan speed/hatch spacing or decreasing laser power [17]. In addition
to processing parameter variation, pre-treatment drying to remove excess water may also reduce
hydrogen evolution in the melt pool as shown by Aboulkhair [17].
Ultimate tensile strength and elongation at break are significantly affected by processing
parameter variation while modulus of elasticity remained greatly unchanged throughout all
samples tested. The highest 49.9 GED produced the greatest elongation at break, but suffered
from a reduced ultimate tensile strength due to the gross amounts of porosity present. Low GED
37.1 did not produce adequate elongation at break, while GED 45.4 produced parts with a
moderate elongation at break with acceptable ultimate tensile strength.
Build angle does not significantly affect fatigue behavior across GED builds, but does
tend to produce the best fatigue behavior at 0° where the build direction is normal to the primary
fatigue axis of loading. GED greatly alters fatigue behavior and the 49.9 GED produces parts
with the greatest fatigue behavior with a small overlap of parts produced at 45.4 GED. Although
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the fatigue behavior is not maximized parts build at 45.4 GED of 30° and 60° build angles
provide the best balance of fatigue behavior and tensile properties.
Fractography reveals that cracks inclusions, and defects at or near the surface of the
samples for both tensile and fatigue conditions provide the majority of crack initiation points.
GED of 37.1 produces pockets of non-melted powder likely due to keyhole porosity, and suffers
from large amounts of inclusions possibly from laser spatter or incomplete fusion between
layers. While overall failure for all samples was ductile, fatigue samples tend to produce brittle
slow growth zones with microscopic fatigue striations likely due to high residual stresses
intrinsic to the SLM AM process.
Microscopy reveals optimal microstructures present at the 45.4 GED balancing course
cellular-dendritic and fine cellular-dendritic microstructures with acceptable columnar Al grain
growth along the melt pool boundaries. Apart from the large amounts of porosity seen, GED 49.9
produced the most homogeneous microstructure and would be ideal upon porosity reduction. The
37.1 GED produced a very undesirable microstructure with large melt pool boundaries, high
columnar Al grain growth, and generous amounts of both the fine and course cellular-dendritic
microstructures producing parts with reduced mechanical properties.
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8. Recommendations for Future Work
Future research could proceed in a multitude of directions, and after evaluation of the
data collected to date my recommendations based on the needs of not only research for the
project but the scientific community as a whole include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Methodical variation of individual processing parameters near the 45.4 GED with
build angles of 30° and 60° to determine optimal laser power, hatch spacing, and
scan speed.
Full fatigue investigations performed on the 45.4 GED build angles to eliminate
statistical variance from the current SN curves.
Investigate powder pre-treatment and other methods to reduce porosity in the 49.9
GED build parameters.
Investigate mechanical properties produced without post-processing machining.
Research surface finishing techniques that will allow for finishing of complex
parts.
Consider studying the effect of post-processing heat treatment after optimal
processing parameters have been identified.
Study the effect of laser power variation near the 45.4 GED parameters.
Adopt a cutting process allowing for micrographs to be taken in the transverse
direction.

Although all of the recommendations made are relevant and of strong academic merit, the
scientific community would most benefit from studying the effect of laser power variation
because there have been minimal studies conducted. Many other recommendations could be
made, but the aforementioned areas of study appear to be most needed.
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10.

Appendix A: Experimental Data
Table VII: Complete table of fatigue data collected.
Sample ID

# of Cycles Failure? Stress [PSI] Stress [MPa]

1102-B1-ALP-90-F1

1.33E+05 Yes

23242.0

160.2

1102-B1-ALP-90-F2

5.17E+05 Yes

19368.0

133.5

1102-B1-ALP-90-F3

1.43E+07 No

17044.0

117.5

1102-B1-ALP-90-F4

1.35E+07 No

15495.0

106.8

1102-B1-ALP-60-F5

2.57E+05 Yes

19368.0

133.5

1102-B1-ALP-60-F6

7.50E+06 Yes

15495.0

106.8
104.2

1102-B1-ALP-60-F7

1.52E+07 No

15107.0

1102-B1-ALP-60-F8

5.31E+07 No

14333.0

98.8

1102-B1-ALP-0-F9

4.47E+05 Yes

19368.0

133.5

1102-B1-ALP-0-F10

2.40E+06 Yes

15495.0

106.8

1102-B1-ALP-0-F11

1.31E+07 Yes

14720.0

101.5

1102-B1-ALP-0-F12

1.56E+07 No

14333.0

98.8

1102-B1-ALP-30-F13

6.04E+05 Yes

19368.0

133.5

1102-B1-ALP-30-F14

3.68E+06 Yes

15495.0

106.8

1102-B1-ALP-30-F15

1.46E+07 Yes

14333.0

98.8

1102-B1-ALP-30-F16

1.48E+07 No

13170.0

90.8

1025-B1-ALP-45-F18

3.54E+05 Yes

12723.2

87.7

1025-B1-ALP-45-F19

1.02E+07 No

6361.6

43.9

092316-*A+-ALP-90-F21

1.00E+07 No

14122.8

97.4

092316-*A+-ALP-90-F22

1.28E+05 Yes

17309.9

119.3

1025-B1-ALP-45-F17

092316-*A+-ALP-90-F20

092316-A--ALP-0-F23

1.07E+07 No

6861.1

47.3

092316-A--ALP-0-F24

7.36E+05 Yes

10672.0

73.6

092316-A--ALP-0-F25

2.65E+05 Yes

14261.5

98.3

092316-A--ALP-30-F26

1.41E+06 Yes

14391.7

99.2

092316-A--ALP-30-F27

1.10E+07 No

7820.7

53.9

092316-A--ALP-30-F28

3.16E+05 Yes

12532.1

86.4

092316-A--ALP-45-F29

3.78E+05 Yes

14238.0

98.2

092316-A--ALP-45-F30

1.05E+07 No

6889.4

47.5

092316-A--ALP-45-F31

1.00E+07 No

11000.0

75.8

092316-A--ALP-60-F32

1.02E+07 No

6889.4

47.5

092316-A--ALP-60-F33

2.47E+05 Yes

13581.9

93.6

092316-A--ALP-60-F34

8.79E+05 Yes

12532.1

86.4

092316-A--ALP-90-F35

1.73E+05 Yes

8596.0

59.3

092316-A--ALP-90-F36

1.01E+07 No

6661.2

45.9

092316-A--ALP-90-F37

4.92E+05 Yes

13460.8

92.8

092316-A+-ALP-0-F38

1.01E+07 No

6870.2

47.4

092316-A+-ALP-0-F39

1.51E+07 No

10038.8

69.2

092316-A+-ALP-0-F40

6.77E+05 Yes

13740.3

94.7

092316-A+-ALP-30-F41

2.07E+06 Yes

13767.0

94.9

092316-A+-ALP-30-F42

1.02E+07 No

10147.5

70.0

092316-A+-ALP-30-F43

5.08E+06 Yes

10891.8

75.1

092316-A+-ALP-45-F44

4.81E+05 Yes

15770.6

108.7
57.5

092316-A+-ALP-45-F45

1.05E+07 No

8337.7

092316-A+-ALP-45-F46

5.76E+06 Yes

12926.7

89.1

092316-A+-ALP-60-F47

1.13E+05 Yes

20230.3

139.5

092316-A+-ALP-60-F48

1.03E+07 No

13573.1

93.6

092316-A+-ALP-60-F49
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Figure 107: Plot of stress vs. strain for all builds.
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Figure 108: Plot of stress vs. strain for 37.1 GED
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Figure 109: Plot of stress vs. strain for 45.4 GED
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Figure 110: Plot of stress vs. strain for 49.9 GED

80

Figure 111: Total Stress vs. Cycle plot for all fatigue samples.
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11.

Appendix B: Polishing Procedures
Metallography Polishing Regime for SLM AM AlSi10Mg Samples:
1.

Wet 320 grit SiC paper at 25 lbs. of pressure with counter rotation at 225 RPM
for 5 minutes or until co-planar.
2. Samples are cleaned using a mixture of Dawn original blue dish soap, rinsed, and
dried.
3. 9µm diamond paste on a GOLD LABEL P.S.A. nylon polishing cloth with
DIAMOND THINNER RED water/oil based lubricant is used to polish the
samples for 5 minutes with 25 lbs. of pressure, counter rotation, and 150 RPM.
The polishing pad is refreshed with one squirt of DIAMOND THINNER RED
every 45-60 seconds during polishing.
4. Samples are cleaned using a mixture of Dawn original blue dish soap, rinsed, and
dried.
5. 3µm diamond paste on a GOLD LABEL P.S.A. nylon polishing cloth with
DIAMOND THINNER RED water/oil based lubricant is used to polish the
samples for 3 minutes with 25 lbs. of pressure, counter rotation, and 150 RPM.
The polishing pad is refreshed with one squirt of DIAMOND THINNER RED
every 45-60 seconds during polishing.
6. Samples are cleaned using a mixture of Dawn original blue dish soap, rinsed, and
dried.
7. 1µm diamond paste on a VEL LAP P.S.A. synthetic velvet polishing cloth with
DIAMOND THINNER RED water/oil based lubricant is used to polish the
samples for 2 minutes with 25 lbs. of pressure, counter rotation, and 150 RPM.
The polishing pad is refreshed with one squirt of DIAMOND THINNER RED
every 45-60 seconds during polishing.
8. Samples are cleaned using a mixture of Dawn original blue dish soap, rinsed, and
dried.
9. ~0.6µm COLLODIAL SILICA on a VEL LAP P.S.A. synthetic velvet polishing
cloth is used to polish the samples for 2 minutes with 25 lbs. of pressure, counter
rotation, and 150 RPM. The polishing pad is refreshed with one squirt of
COLLODIAL SILICA every 45-60 seconds during polishing.
10. Samples are cleaned using a mixture of Dawn original blue dish soap, rinsed, and
dried.
11. Samples are cleaned in ethanol in a sonic bath for 3 minutes and dried.
12. Final etching is performed individual on each sample using standard Keller’s
Reagent. Etching is applied using standard cotton balls and a circular movement
with slight pressure for 1-2 minutes or until adequate etching has occurred.
13. Samples are rinsed with deionized water (to stop the etchant reaction), dried, and
mounted onto a microscope slide for metallographic examination.
Note: All polishing media and products were standard order products from the MET LAB
Corporation. Etchant was standard order from Pace Technologies.

